
LUXMAGE'S PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 
WILL GIVE YOU TRUE ADVANTAGES IN YOUR MARKETS 

www.luxmage.com



About Us
LUXMAGE focuses on the research, development and production of transparent LED displays, 
providing customers with total transparent display solutions.

As a pioneer in transparent screen technology in Vietnam, we are responsible for providing 
customers with more transparent, brighter LED display products with stable quality and reasonable 
price.

Our products are widely used in window advertising, retail chain stores, shopping malls, airports, 
financial institutions, 4S auto shops, exhibitions, stages, building murals curtain wall, transportation 
and other fields.

Our partners include Vincom Times City, Alpha King, Seoul made (Korea), GamudaLAND, Trung 
Nguyen Legend, Dol English, SCBank, Coats Group, Pfizer Inc, Porsche, Lancome, etc.

LUXMAGE products and services will give you a real edge in your market.



Some well-known companies which have made great choices!
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LNS
The LUXMAGE transparent LED displays from the 
LNS series are developed with luxury brand stores 
in mind. They can be used to replace existing glass 
wall partitions, making them transparent and 
delivering high resolution content and great 
customer experience spaces. These display can 
also be integrated as sliding doors, opening up a 
whole new creative path and experiences for

Transparent LED Sliding Door

Creative entrances using Sliding doors

LNS/Indoor partitions/Store Renovations 

Ultra-modern light luxury mobile partitions



LNT
The LUXMAGE Outdoor transparent LED 
displays from the LNS series  is a multi-
function, transparent, light and thin outdoor 
display, quick installation, widely used in 
outdoor overhead displays, office building 
exterior walls, exhibition hall, outdoor stage, 
shopping mall and airport and other places;

waterproof
and dustproof



LP2.1/2.6/2.8

Nexcloud standalone cloud platform management or third-party HDMI interface input are optional. Nexcloud is an APP 
intelligent cloud information distribution system that provides personalized services for customers. Support remote control, 
mobile one-click publishing, easy to manage content anytime, anywhere. Support content customization services, a large 
number of poster templates, dynamic effects, the perfect solution to content design problems, so that the content display more 
personalized.

LF

LUXMAGE transparent film LED screen ( LF series) applies the Drive-IN LED technology which is independently developed by 
LUXMAGE. The use of polycarbonate as the substrate and a highly transparent PET film on the surface greatly enhances the 
flexibility of the transparent film LED screen applications, which can meet the individual needs of various curved and special-
shaped building facades. Through the research and innovation of software and hardware, the NW series has the 
characteristics of being light, thin, transparent, free bending and intelligent control.



LNS3.9



Model: LTK3.9 
Pixel Pitch: 3.9mm x 7.8mm 
Size: W6m x H5m 
Location: Ho Chi Minh City,VietNam



Model: LCT3.9 
Pixel Pitch:3.9mmx7.8mm 
Size: W3m x H10m 
Location: Ha Noi City, VietNam



Model: LCT3.9 
Pixel Pitch:3.9mmx7.8mm 
Location: HCM City, VietNam





Model: LTK3.9 
Pixel Pitch: 3.9mmx7.8mm 
Size: W3m x H5m 
Location: HCM City,VietNam





Outdoor Advertising 



囡 youtube.com/c/luxmage

, facebook.com/Luxmage1

@ www.luxmage.com 

Head Office
80 . Street 9 Word 9 . Go Vap District .Ho Chi Minh. Vietnam 
Tel: +84 0988895066        0909965198            
E-mail: sale@luxmage.com

©2022 VILUC TECHNOLOGY CO, LTD All rights reserved. Specifications are 
subject to change without notice (v1 .o) 
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